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THE WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
TO SIMPLIFY, STREAMLINE, AND INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY

As one of the most widely used, robust, and scalable solutions for managing all aspects of your
workforce, TripSpark’s Automated Operations Management solution (OPS) was built to modernize
and strengthen your operation’s productivity. OPS is an integrated operations management solution
that neatly organizes many frequently performed operational tasks, including bidding, dispatching,
timekeeping, workforce management and yard management. Optional technologies include automated
sign-in and an operator self service module. The core features of OPS/Workforce Management are
explained here:

BIDDING

TIMEKEEPING & PAYROLL

BID is a module of OPS, TripSpark’s modular
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YARD MANAGEMENT

REPORTING

vehicle inventory and parking grid definition.

Reporting is a key element of the Operations

The Yard Management module supports your
Additionally, this module automates the daily
processes surrounding vehicle assignment
tasks including the assigning/unassigning of
vehicles, the definition of block requirements,
configuration of rail consists, and entry of
vehicle parking locations.

WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
Contains a variety of tools used to monitor
and apply your organization’s policies with
respect to employee activities including
accidents, incidents, and absences. This
module is also integrated with the COM
product to capture customer complaints and
commendations.

Management solution that supports the
dissemination of valuable operational data
within your organization. You can also create
ad hoc reports using the Report Wizard.
Reports can be developed using SQL query,
Crystal Reports and ASCII text.

DAILY DISPATCH

INTERFACING

Dispatch automates daily processes surrounding
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reassignment, and extra pay recording.

OPTIONAL OPS COMPONENTS
• Sign-In Terminal

• OPS-Notification Solution

• Employee Appraisals/Scorecards

• Employee Self-Service

• Yard Walker

• Employee Accrual Generator

Web Portal

KEY BENEFITS

Overall, the OPS system can provide a transit organization with
numerous important benefits:
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file-invoice

COST CONTROL

INTEGRATE

ACCURACY

Reduce/manage costs by
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solution.
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INCREASE EFFICIENCY

PROTECT & ADAPT

SAVE TIME

Increase productivity by

Maximize the value of your

Reduce deployment time with
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